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DSpace: The Final Frontier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro to:�What an IR is�Why we chose DSpace software�How we got started



What’s an Institutional Repository?

Online space for:

collecting, preserving, and disseminating

intellectual output of an institution 

in digital form 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AKA Digital ArchivePhotographsStudent workArchival documents



Why Do We Need One?

Digital access and storage of student theses 
(SIPs) 

Make archival materials more widely 
available

Access to faculty work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIPs:Departments running out of storageLibrary has no storageNot all SIPs are writtenStudents like to look at old onesAbstracts available to the public – good PR�Assessment



But We Can’t Afford It…

Go consortial!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SoftwareProquest Digital Commons�OCLC Content DM



NITLE

“National Institute for Technology and Liberal 
Education”

Established September 2001

Support from Mellon Foundation

Collaborations among faculty, IT, and librarians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NITLEpromotes innovation and collaboration around the �effective use of digital technology for �teaching, learning, scholarship, and information managementAlready helping with Moodle (open source course management system)



Longsight Group

Educational and nonprofit technology consultants

Submitted Request for Proposal to NITLE

Do all hosting, support, hardware/software 
upgrades, branding

Suggested DSpace software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NITLE = education and training partLongsight = hardware/software part



Pilot Project Beginnings

July 2006: NITLE pilot project open
Hosting/support by Longsight Group

K signed up in November 2006

Implemented in January 2007



Why DSpace?

Open Source
Cost Effective
Centralization of hosting/technical support
“Out of the Box” solution

Sustainable
Commitments by major entities (MIT, HP, Mellon)
Currently in production

Bonuses:
Crawled by Google and OAIster!
Persistent URLs
Used by other reputable institutions Now on FirstSearch!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In late 2006, had 146 instances of DSpaceDSpace has (as of 1/12/09 according to the DSpace wiki):�334 installations �in 56 countries �with 2,716,897 Documents Used by Smithsonian, Harvard, U of M, OhioLink



Why DSpace?

Flexible enough for consortial use
Each college has its own branding

Multiple workflows, formats, metadata types

Consortium-wide searching

Authentication/permissions

Control
Ability to determine who has access to files

Collections can have varying permissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User communities = each community has its own access policies, people in charge, etc.



Pros and Cons

Pro
Don’t worry about hardware/software, upgrades, etc.

Relatively easy to use (though jargony)

Low cost

User community helps answer questions

Can tweak it the way you want it

Con
Little to no training or directions – WE became experts!

User community may not have answer /too busy/too techie

Glitches!

Some tweaks require IT expertise we don’t have

Consortium model can be wacky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consortium model:�Problem where administrators could add/delete other schools’ collections & itemsSolved by Longsight�Hard to find yourself in a list of all collections/communitiesIf every institution calls their Archives collection “Archives” = problemSolution = Kalamazoo College Archives



DSpace Structure

Communities (Parents)
Contains collections and other communities

Ex: Kalamazoo College Publications Community

Correspond to departments/offices/projects

Collections (Children)
Types of data

Ex: Alumni Magazine Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communities = just have collections in themEx. K Coll Publications Community contains Alumni Magazine CollectionCan also contain other communitiesCollections = just have stuff in themEx. Alumni Magazine Collection has a bunch of files in it



DSpace Structure

Alumni Magazines

Publications

Student Newspapers

Magazine Alternative Newspapers Official Newspaper

Alt Papers 1968-1969 Papers 1881-1882

Alt Papers 1969-1970

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Paper

Papers 2000-2001

Magazine

Magazine

Magazine

Kalamazoo College
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Red = CommunitiesYellow = CollectionsGreen = Items (stuff)Keyword searchable – don’t worry too much about structure



DSpace Structure



DSpace Structure



DSpace Structure



DSpace Structure



K College Process

1. Establish administrator

2. Define what the IR is, what it’s for 

3. Write documents

4. Start practicing!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. I’m admin – also Heidi and Kathryn2. Helps justify positions if challenged (if it’s written it’s OK)3. Involved others (archivist, cataloger, IT staff, dean of students, students, faculty, admin assistants)4. Have to test the plan with practice



Documents

Policy
What/who/how/why

Non-Exclusive Distribution License
Authors retain copyright, but K College can upload and 
distribute

Metadata Chart
Defines metadata elements
Required or optional
Communities, collections, items

Procedures: uploading, cataloging, managing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At K, if we don’t have written policies first, chaos ensues.�Helps justify positions if challenged (if it’s written it’s OK)�Involved others (archivist, cataloger, IT staff, dean of students, students, faculty, admin assistants)�License –in DSpace upload workflowMetadata – chart for cataloger and people creating communities and collectionsInstructions available more technical in nature – we need “how to use”�



Our Collections Today

Focus on access; preservation not likely for 
everything

50 GB of space – can buy more
Have used 10% to date (5GB)

Most uploading done by IS staff and students
No staff dedicated to project
Ideally – distribute the work

Still learning how stuff works

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot now over – available space reduced	Have used 10% of space to date (5 GB)Ideally: want to get the uploading out of our shop!



Materials Digitized

• Alumni magazines
• Yearbooks
• 175th Anniversary 

Collection
• USTA Boys 18/16 

National Tennis 
Championship 
Drawsheets

• College Building 
Blueprints

• Plans, Reports, 
Institutional Research

Student Thesis

Thesis Posters

Biographical Materials 

College Logos

Commencement 
Speeches

Photographs

Artwork

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a small sample of the projects that have been



Digitizing Student Theses

Pilot Project Selection Reasoning

• Access to large number of SIPs

• Familiarity of college community with material

• Standardization of metadata to be included in 
record

• Chemistry SIPs are the most requested, so 
making them available online important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During Winter 2008, Information Services/Library at Kalamazoo College initiated a pilot project of digitizing student theses, called Senior Individualized Projects (SIPs). Primarily SIPs from Chemistry were scanned, but a limited number of theses from other disciplines were included. The SIP material was selected for several reasons, including:Access to large number of SIPsFamiliarity of college community with materialStandardization of metadata to be included in recordChemistry SIPs are the most requestedThere was no budget for additional staff, so student workers were entrusted with scanning the theses, adding security to the files, and uploading to DSpace.   Approximately 200 SIPs were scanned.  The pilot phase ended December 2008.There was no budget for additional equipment, so existing scanning hardware and software was utilized.



Hardware

HP Scanjet N8460
• VS Kofax scanner settings

• 300 dpi

• Black and white

• Automatic document feeder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An HP Scanjet N8460 with an automatic document feeder (ADF) was the primary scanner used by students during the pilot phase.  It stopped functioning soon after the pilot ended. Scanner settings used:VS Kofax scanner settings300 dpiBlack and whiteAutomatic document feeder



Student workers

• Scan directly into Adobe Acrobat 8 Professional

• Save as PDF not PDF/A

• Deskew and optical character recognition (OCR) 
runs automatically

• Pages renumbered to correspond to printed theses

• Security: Password encryption is added to file to 
prevent unauthorized printing

• Upload SIPs to DSpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student workersScan directly into Adobe Acrobat 8 ProfessionalSave as PDF** PDF/A was not used because encrypting is not allowedDeskew and optical character recognition (OCR) runs automatically in Acrobat 8Pages are renumbered in Acrobat to correspond to thesesSecurity: Password encryption is added to file to prevent unauthorized printingUpload SIPs to DSpace



PDF/A Compatibility

Not allowed in document
Audio and video content

Encryption

Javascript and *.exe file launches

Any fonts used must be legally embeddable for 
unlimited, universal rendering

Colorspaces must be specified

Standards-based metadata is mandated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to talk a lot about PDF/A compatibility.  We didn’t use it for this project because it doesn’t allow ENCRYPTION.  We do use PDF/A in other instances.



Workflow

Student  
worker scans 

material, 
OCRs, and 

adds security 
to file.

Student 
submits PDF 
file to DSpace  

and enters 
basic 

metadata 
information 

such as name 
and SIP title

Supervisor of 
student 
workers 

checks data 
record 

and adds 
additional 
metadata

Metadata 
professional 
adds Library 
of Congress 

Subject 
Headings 
(LCSH) 

information 
and reviews 
previously 

entered 
metadata



Chemistry SIP Template 
and Metadata – original 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of templates in DSpace has evolved since the project’s inception.  Originally, only basic metadata was included.  ORIGINAL METADATA FIELDSdc.format.mimetypedc.relation.ispartofseriesdc.rightsdc.type



Chemistry SIP Template 
and Metadata – as of May 20, 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, after reviewing how metadata harvesters – such as OAIster – use certain fields in DSpace, additional metadata fields have been added to the template.  We continue to research and review which metadata elements should be common for all records in a collection. METADATA FIELDS ADDED or MODIFIEDdc.publisherdc.relation.ispartof – added because this field is more explanatory than dc.relation.ispartofseriesdc.rights – added the phrase“All Rights Reserved.” upon the recommendation of Western Michigan University Libraries’ Digitization Center.  Records that do not contain this phrase were not modified retroactively.



Problems / Issues

COLLECTION AUTHORIZATION

Setting up Collection Authorization was challenging.
Students workers have permission to upload to DSpace, but 
they do not have rights to modify their submissions. 

Password protecting the SIP files was necessary 
because of copyright issues.

Do we give student workers password?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COLLECTION AUTHORIZATIONFiguring out how to set up the collection authorizations was challenging.  Students workers have permission to upload to DSpace, but they do not have rights to modify their submissions. This is a problem because they cannot make minor edits so a supervisor has to get involved.Password protecting the SIP files was necessary because of copyright issues.  We discussed whether we should give student workers the single password we use that encrypts the file, since this will preserve workflow. We decided to give student workers the password.



Problems / Issues

PAPER

Old SIPs typed on different types of paper, such as 
rice paper or heavyweight/card stock

Not always compatible with scanners
OCR scanner jammed 

Older SIPs used adhesive to attach pictures, graphs, 
and charts to pages. 

Many graphics barely attached and could not be scanned using 
ADF 
Scanned pages separately, using the flatbed, and inserted into 
the PDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OCR scanners jammed because of the weight of the paper varies in these old documents.  Heavyweight paper and the thin rice paper caused a lot of problems. What I ended up doing is looking at each SIP and setting aside those that I was concerned with. Some of the older SIPs are very hard to scan because they have pictures/graphs/tables glued to the pages.  The adhesive is old and these graphics are barely attached.   These have to be scanned separately and inserted individually into the main PDF document..



Problems / Issues

OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION

OCR is not an exact science.  

Characters are often misread.  

If the OCR is wrong in the PDF, the extractable text 
will be garbled.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used Adobe Acrobat Professional software to OCR because it does it automatically.  However, it’s not always accurate and the extractable text file isn’t always the best.



Problems / Issues

HARDWARE

A fast OCR scanner needed to be coupled with a 
powerful computer in order for the searchable PDF 
to be created in an acceptable amount of time.  
Otherwise, time was wasted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OCR scanners jammed because of the weight of the paper varies in these old documents.  Heavyweight paper and the thin rice paper caused problems. What I ended up doing is looking at each SIP and setting aside those that I was concerned with. Some of the older SIPs are very hard to scan because they have pictures/graphs/tables glued to the pages.  The adhesive is old and these graphics are barely attached.   These have to be scanned separately and inserted into the PDF document.. Password protecting the SIP filesDo we give the student workers the password to protect these files?  In the end, we did.



Current and Future Challenges

Retrieving graduating students born-digital 

SIPs.
• No single authority responsible for overseeing SIP 

production.

• SIPs are printed and submitted to the appropriate 
department who house them.  

• Scanning papers that have been born-digital wastes time 
and resources.

• Collecting unique SIPs, such as art, video, music, theatre,...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our initial foray into digitizing student SIPs was successful. All the SIPs involved in the pilot were hard copies. No born-digital SIPs were included in this phase because of the different challenges they provide.  At that time, we were not ready to tackle those challenges.CURRENT AND FUTURE CHALLENGESRetrieving graduating students born-digital SIPs.There is not a single authority on campus responsible for overseeing SIP production.  Some papers do not have basic information, including information concerning their advisor, what department the SIP was done for; sometimes pages are not numbered.SIPs are printed and submitted to the appropriate department who house them.  Most departments do not request the born-digital copy of the theses and getting them to ask for one has been challenging overall.  No one wants to take responsibility for this.  Scanning papers that have been born-digital wastes time and resources.Collecting unique SIPs, such as art, video, theatre, music,…We want to receive all student work, and getting these unique SIPs is challenging.  We usually find out about theses SIPs when we are working with the students to create their pieces.



DSpace Community Concerns *

Scalability

Ability to handle large quantities of data

Concurrency

DSpace’s performance when heavy simultaneous repository 

access)

Ingest rate

How fast DSpace can ingest/export content from/to elsewhere

* http://wiki.dspace.org/static_files/0/0e/DSpace-recs.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information I’m going to relay comes directly from the DSpace architecture review group.   If you want to read their concerns about the next generation in DSpace architecture, please note the URLScalabilityAbility to handle large quantities of dataConcurrency (regarding DSpace’s performance when heavy simultaneous repository access)Ingest rate (how fast DSpace can ingest/export content from/to elsewhere



DSpace Community Concerns *

Interoperability
Data interoperability

allowing data to be shared between DSpace and other 
systems, and migrated between them when 
appropriate. 

Service interoperability
DSpace services can be requested and performed on 
behalf of external systems, whether other repositories 
or applications build on top of DSpace. 

Ability to modify the functionality of DSpace itself

* http://wiki.dspace.org/static_files/0/0e/DSpace-recs.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ScalabilityInteroperability means different things to different people. data interoperability, allowing data to be shared between DSpace andother systems, and migrated between them when appropriate. service interoperability, in which DSpace services can be requested and performed on behalf ofexternal systems, whether other repositories or applications build on top of DSpace. A related form of interoperability important to many DSpace adoptersand customizers, is the ability to modify the functionality of DSpace itself throughconnections to well-defined APIs, preferably without having to modify the "core"DSpace modules.



Google Web Analytics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use Google Analytics to review the trends for our DSpace site.  It’s a free service offered by Google, and I’m going to give an overview of our statistics.



Dashboard or “Main Page”



Visitors Overview



Map Overlay – by Country



Map Overlay – by City



Traffic Sources Overview



Keywords

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alexander Kerensky served as the second Prime Minister of the Russian Provisional Government until he was overthrown during the Bolshevik Revolution.  He lived in exile until his death, but his last public speech was delivered at Kalamazoo College in 1968.  During the Spring, we placed the materials we had regarding his visit online.  William E. Praeger was professor of Biology and Geology at Kalamazoo College from 1905-1934. He earned his B.S. from the University of Illinois in 1900, his M.S. from the University of Chicago in 1903, and an honorary doctorate from Kalamazoo College in 1925.



Content Overview





Content Overview



Content by Title





About the “K” Archives

Staffed part-time + students only

Collection includes at least 25,000 images

In early stages of digital initiatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Heidi Butler, and I’ve been the archivist at Kalamazoo College since September 2007. I work part time, so between managing my two student employees, collection processing, reference, committee work and other tasks, fitting in a digitization project has been a challenge. But, it’s one I’m enthusiastic about. We have over 25,000 images, mostly in print format. Inventories for the photos, as well as all other collections, are still in paper format only—IF we have them. Moving to an Institutional Repository has added a wonderful new level of accessibility for us.



Archives Materials for DSpace

Photographs

Historical documents

New materials that would 
be archived in traditional 
format anyway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our IR serves a number of purposes for the college as a whole. What’s the Archives segment? Primarily, it’s a home for digitized versions of college history materials. Photographs are our most requested items, but we also plan to include the full backfile of our student newspaper, yearbooks, alumni directories, and other publications, as well as selected personal papers. I always keep an eye out for “born digital” items I would save in traditional format anyway, such as talks and programs, event schedules, biographical materials, etc. Lately we are adding commencement and baccalaureate addresses and honorary degree citations, many of which we’ve gathered in electronic form. A major recent score was the final prepress version of the new college history book that was published earlier this year.



Choosing Materials

Recurring demands

“Index” information

Existing descriptive info

Ease of digitizing materials

Uniqueness

Interesting discoveries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you have more than 25,000 photographs, and more than 2,500 linear feet of papers, obviously not all of it is suitable, so how do you decide?I use detailed reference statistics to keep track of what gets asked for and the resources we consult. For example, people frequently come in to research a particular alumnus or faculty member, so anything with a name index is at the top of my list. Timelines are also very handy. I base decisions on the quality of existing descriptive information, since time for research is limited. I consider how easily a particular format lends itself to digitization within the parameters of our resources, and I consider the relative “uniqueness” of the item. Finally, since like many Archives less than half of our collections are processed, I watch for unusual and interesting items when organizing and researching.



Why DSpace?

Cost, technical aspects of other systems

All in one approach

Features: RSS, automatic thumbnail and text 
extraction, OAISTER

Reduce access to originals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, with all the other options out there, like ContentDM, Archivist’s Toolkit, and even our own library catalog, why did we go with DSpace? Simply put, since we had already bought in, it didn’t represent additional costs for software licensing or hosting, or new Open Source demands for our Information Services staff. We were going to use it for other things anyway. With the limitations we face on time and resources, I really like working with a system my peers down the hall also use, instead of yet another specialized Archives tool that I have to figure out and manage by myself.Some features of DSpace I like are the ability to subscribe so you get updated when a collection is added to; the auto generation of thumbnails; and being a part of OAISTER without any additional effort on our part. And the best thing for me, no matter what system we chose, is potentially being able to reduce the handling of our originals. It’s easier said than done, but we’re trying. I believe in the NC ECHO “Scan Once Methodology” that you may have hear about—a link to that is at the end of my presentation.



Adding an item to DSpace

1. Preliminary prep of digital file (bitstream)
Digitizing process?

File naming convention?

Watermarking or other identification within file?

Backup plans?

2. Choose community/collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’m going to walk through the process of adding a photograph to DSpace. There are a few preliminary steps.Once a physical item is chosen, the best way of digitizing or converting to a different file type has to be figured out. Kathryn is our expert in this area. Some questions I also ask:Is there a file naming system already in place that we can correlate with digital files?Are we going to embed a watermark or otherwise add ownership to the item or its metadata?What are our plans for the backup of the digital file?We don’t always have answers for these yet, but we’re getting there.Then we choose the destination community or collection in DSpace, and get started.



Example: Archives Photo

Archives file no. 
C16.03.12

Hoben Hall, 1938

Photographer: 
Richard Averill 
Smith

Have TIFF and JPEG

TIFF

JPEG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My example today is a 1938 photograph of Hoben Hall dormitory. It is a well-composed professional photograph, we know the photographer, it has already been assigned a number in our photo cataloging system, and we have scanned a TIFF file. The TIFF was then processed into a JPEG with an added line of text on the border, Kalamazoo College Archives. We will make the JPEG public, but will limit the TIFF to college use only. The TIFF and the JPEG will each become bitstreams within a single item, or record.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I log in, and choose “Start a New Submission.” Under that, you can see the collections I have access to as an Administrator. Eventually we need to figure out a way to rename them so it’s more obvious what they are.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, I have to choose the destination for my item. Since this is consortial, we have always had access to everybody’s materials as administrators, so we have to be careful with our choices. This should be changing shortly. One way we’ve made choosing easier for ourselves is to include the words Kalamazoo College at the beginning of every collection name.



Adding an item (cont.)

What type of item will it be in DSpace?

These choices lead to different types of descriptive 
forms

We check the second option for almost everything

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What kind of item are we working with? The interpretations are still pretty fuzzy here. What we choose leads to different types of descriptive forms in the process. We almost always check number 2, “The item has been published or publicly distributed before,” even if technically it hasn’t, because of how we are interpreting Dublin Core date fields.We are using Date.Issued for the original date of creation. Otherwise, DSpace automatically puts the uploaded date into that field and we’d have to go back and change it later. So, in the case of our 1938 photo, the issue date would be 1938. I’m also choosing the third option, “This item consists of more than one file,” since my item will include both the TIFF and the JPEG versions.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the first of two descriptive forms. Not all fields are required, and anything you fill in here will correlate to a Dublin Core field. If you’re a novice with Dublin Core, you can still hash out an appropriate description. The more you can do according to standards, though, the better your metadata harvesting will be.You can see this form has a Date of Issue box, which would not have appeared had we not chosen Option 2 on the previous screen.Things like the Author field are repeatable, and you can break them down into the more specific, qualified Dublin Core fields like Author.Illustrator or Author.Editor; those things you can do in the full item editing mode later.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screen allows for more free-text descriptive elements. We have found that keywords are not essential, because searching in the system covers the abstract, LCSH headings, and many other areas. We always want a clear abstract to describe the content of every item, even those with restricted access. Examples of Sponsor would be a funding source, or the Board of Trustees if they commission a report. The Description field is used more for physical description, such as the number of pages.Following this screen, you upload the actual files.



We will restrict TIFF files to campus use 
only but JPEGs will be public.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see I have uploaded my two files—a TIFF and a JPEG. NITLE has configured our DSpace system to generate thumbnails in an overnight process. It does not make a thumbnail from TIFFs. We know it will for JPEGs, but they must be RGB or grayscale, not CMYK. We have not tested this feature with other image file types.The image file we choose as the primary bitstream should be one with a thumbnail associated with it, as that will be the thumbnail displayed in search results.



Steps After Uploading

“Verify” screen to check all previous info and 
uploaded files

Option to choose Creative Commons license

Final option: our Kalamazoo College license 
agreement

Submission complete! Now go fix it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After uploading files, there are a few more steps before the item goes live. You are asked to verify all of the descriptive information and the bitstreams, with options to edit if needed. You can apply a Creative Commons license, which we typically do not. We also have an in-house End User License Agreement that we apply to all materials. From this point, the item either goes live, or goes into a queue for final edits and approval by an administrator. This is nice especially if you are using student help. As our collections and communities expand, we have a lot of settings that have to be tweaked case by case. I find that almost immediately after something goes live, I’m back in there making changes. Stacy also often goes in and improves my cataloging, which is why I subscribe to my collections, so I get notified when she does that!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the full metadata record for my 1938 Hoben Hall photo. Obviously the record was not created by a professional cataloger, but the basics are there. You can see in the bottom box links to the actual bitstreams, including the thumbnail that was generated overnight by the system. You’d be asked to log in if you attempt to open one you aren’t authorized to use. And for all files there is currently no inline viewing option, so everything must be downloaded by the user. The same is true for PDFs, sound files, and everything else.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the editing screen, from the top. The table includes every Dublin Core field that NITLE DSpace considers essential, and at the bottom, others can be added, including any you wish to repeat, such as in the case of multiple authors. We also have the ability to create our own fields, and anyone in the consortium can access them.From this screen, you can control access via “Item’s Authorizations”—it is where I will go to restrict the TIFF bitstream to campus users only.



Batch Uploading

Can be done--by NITLE staff

Complete a spreadsheet with DC fields, collection 
destination

Send in images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suppose you have 1,000 photos you want to add. Batch uploading can be done, but since NITLE runs the back end of DSpace, they have to do it for us. NITLE has given us an Excel spreadsheet to complete, with all Dublin Core fields, which we can repeat as needed. We submit the completed spreadsheet along with the image or other data files. We just completed a batch project that involved the creation of about 35 records, but each record contained anywhere from one to 55 TIFF files and their corresponding JPEGs. The collection was for our Office of Communications, so we needed to restrict access to the TIFFs to their staff only, and only the thumbnails are viewable.Creating the spreadsheet was pretty crazy, because it involved something like 250 fields, but since we’re familiar with Dublin Core by now and a lot of it was repetition, it all went well. NITLE was able to restrict access to the TIFF files for us, so we did not have to edit permissions on files individually. Since batch uploading with NITLE is rarely used by consortium members so far, they do not have a fee structure, although occasionally there is an additional cost if coding work is required.We’ve also just learned that there may be an easier way to batch upload using XML, so we will be exploring that with collections in the future.



Anniversary Project

Anniversary funds + lack of staff time = let’s 
outsource!

WMU Digitization Center is next door
Project planning

Scanning for 200 images

Training session

Great learning opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For most of 2008, I was involved with projects for Kalamazoo College’s 175th Anniversary. I put in a proposal for project money to the Anniversary committee, and the resulting funds allowed us to work with the Western Michigan University Digitization Center on a collection of digital images. I wanted to craft the project so that the end result would not just be 200 online pictures, but also an investment in new skills for us, and a closer working relationship with our neighbors.In addition to the scanning, the Center helped us with project planning, and several of our staff participated in a half-day cataloging workshop that was tailored to our needs. The library’s cataloging staff has provided valuable guidance on metadata as well. Everyone says the cataloging work is the largest part of these projects, and I have to agree. About 150 of the images are partially or fully described, in the same batch uploading spreadsheet from NITLE, and we hope to have the rest of them done and uploaded sometime this summer. I feel that my goal of obtaining new skills has definitely been reached.



Our Collections

URL to Watch:

http://reason.kzoo.edu/dspace/

Community:
Kalamazoo College Archives

Collection:
Kalamazoo College 175th

Anniversary Photograph 
Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The link here is the home page for our repository. It’s a good place to watch for the 175th Anniversary Photograph Collection later this summer.



http://www.ncecho.org/dig/digguidelines.shtml

“Scan Once Methodology”: Section 4.2

Footnote: NC ECHO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A footnote: Here is the link to the NC ECHO manual I mentioned earlier. I recommend the section on the Scan Once Methodology, especially when trying to sell your idea as a preservation practice.
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